Social and
Economic Class
in 19th Century
England

Pre-Capitalist
Europe

No Christian
ought to be a
merchant.

• feudal economy; primarily
agrarian (workers not paid in
wages)
• fear of compensating wage
earners too much; might lead
to depravity
• profit seen as morally suspect
(not charging a fair price)
• any investments are very, very
conservative (little or no risk)

• money lending was equated
with usury

portrait of Saint John
Chrysostom of Antioch (ca.
1000), mosaic from the
Cathedral of Hagia Sophia

Pre-Conditions
for Capitalism
• technologies of mass
production
• ability to independently
and privately own and
trade in means of
production
medieval marketplace

• class of workers willing to
sell their labor for a living
• a legal framework
promoting commerce

• infrastructure allowing the
large scale circulation of
goods
• security for private
accumulation

Breakdown of the Feudal Economy
• 40%-50% of Europe’s population die from the Black Plague in the 14th
century; this completely upends the social order
• urbanization increases as people move to towns looking for work; in
the 16th and 17th centuries, this is still only about 10% of the population
in England, but this is still a significant step toward moving to a
modern cash economy (where ordinary people work for wages)

I feel like
hell.

Darstellung der Beulenpest
in der Toggenburgbibel
(Germany, 1411)

Hold still for
some cutting
edge science.

Social Mobility in
Early Modern England
• in London, a small class of great
merchants begins to accumulate
significant fortunes
• professions like lawyers and doctors
joined the clergy as jobs that required
university educations

Renaissance doctor

• in the countryside, prosperous farmers
begin to make enough surplus to earn
durable, inheritable wealth; similarly,
master craftsmen begin to enjoy a
lifestyle noticeably better than
ordinary cottagers
• by the early 17th century, it becomes
possible to buy into the gentry

ProtoCapitalist
Institutions

I’m thinking
about
innovating.

Hells to the
no, you’re
not.

• craft guilds were
anti-competitive
• prices and fees fixed
by consensus;
standards are set for
good or service;
innovations are
discouraged
• the goal is not to
expand individual
businesses, but to
ensure the health of
the trade and
maintain its
traditions

The Syndics of the Amsterdam Drapers’
Guild (1662) by Rembrandt van Rijn

New Avenues for Social
Mobility

Ballin’.

• technological innovations in the 18th and
19th century create new opportunities
that allow for greater social mobility for
more kinds of people

• Richard Arkwright: poor son of a tailor;
invents the spinning frame and carding
engine; leaves a half million pound estate
• money replaces property as the measure
of wealth; land is increasingly converted
into cash; for the first time in England
there is a widespread availability of land
for sale
• in 1851 1/4 of all workers in England
engaged in agriculture; by the end of the
century it was 1/8

Portrait of Richard
Arkwright (ca. 1790)
by Joseph Wright

New Avenues of
Social Mobility
Every man was
bound by a
principle of
religion to follow
the occupation
of his father, and
was supposed to
commit the most
horrid sacrilege
if he changed it
for another.
Whatevs…

Profile of Adam
Smith (1787) by
James Tassie

• Adam Smith: Wealth of
Nations (describes emergent
capitalism)
• the “hidden hand” of selfinterest: self-interest
motivates the capitalist to
invest and compete;
investment generates
employment and increased
revenue for all (wages,
taxes); competition creates
better products at lower
prices (benefits consumer);
self-interest, then, makes
society better
• division of labor increases
efficiency and productivity

The Industrial
Revolution
• ~1760 - ~1840; old labor
intensive ways of producing
goods and services replaced
by mechanization (driven by
steam power, not human
labor)
Great Western Cotton Works,
Bristol (1837),
English engraving

• factory owners and wealthy
farmers able to lower costs
of business (translates into
wealth)
• livelihood of agricultural and
textile workers threatened
• rise of factories and shift
away from agriculture; new
industries become more
important (e.g., coal mining)

The Industrial
Revolution
• in the North of England,
economies became based
around textiles and coal; in
the South, farming became
more intensive and
mechanized
• improvements in canals and
turnpikes in the late 18th and
early 19th century made
possible this regional
specialization, but the real
infrastructure improvements
came with the development
of railways in the 1820s
• the volume of freight rose
from 42 tons in 1850 to 566
tons in 1913

The Industrial
Revolution
• it became necessary to reregulate the rhythms of daily
life; popular amusements
(holidays, fair-going, tavern
culture) had to be curtailed or
regulated according to new
disciplines such as factory
work or factory farming
At least this job
has a 401k,
right?

• broad anxiety among the
middle and upper classes in
the wake of the French
Revolution of the 1790s; any
sort of popular gathering was
seen as suspect, and
established religious life
again began to stress the
virtues of obedience

I’m mad as hell,
and I’m not
going to take it
anymore.

Frame-breakers, or Luddites,
smashing a loom (1812),
English engraving

The Industrial
Revolution
• property crimes saw a large
increase in official
enforcement; in the late 18th early 19th century, the number
of capital crimes were
increased by about 190
(including such examples of
anti-industrialization vandalism
such as throwing down silk
looms, destroying fences when
the commons were enclosed,
and burning corn ricks)
• majority of executions during
this period were for property
crimes (shifting away from a
pattern of execution being
reserved for violent criminals)

That’ll learn
‘em!

rick burning in a Swing riot

The Industrial
Revolution
• popular working class
discontent periodically
spilled over into mob
violence: the Wilkes agitation
of the 1760s and 1770s, the
Gordon riots (1780), the
mobbing of the King in
London streets (1795 and
1820), East Anglican Riots
(1816), the Swing Riots
(1830s), “Last Labourer’s
Revolt” (1830), the Bristol
Riots (1831), the Birmingham
Bull Riots (1839), the
Rebecca Riots (1839 and
1842), the Plug Riots (1842)

Social mobility
ain’t what it’s
cracked up to
be.

The Industrial
Revolution
• displaced workers flocked to
cities looking for jobs or new
opportunities
• 1801 17% of Europe lived in
cities
• 1851 35% of Europe lived in
cities

London Slum
(mid 19th Century)

• 1891 54% of Europe lived in
cities
• cities could not keep pace:
over-crowding and
sanitation problems
• increases in crime and
desperate poverty

New Realities
• aristocrats could be property
rich but money poor
• middle class entrepreneurs
could make money but lack
the social power of the
traditional upper classes

How come
I’m the son of
a Duke and
these upstart
merchants
are wealthier
than me?
What’s the
world coming
to?

• people could not only rise in
social or economic status,
but fall as well
• working classes could
improve their standard of
living, but there were usually
trade-offs (longer hours,
poor working conditions,
health or safety)

portrait of Lord
George Cavendish
Bentinck (ca. 1836)
by Samuel Lane

Uncertainties
• What constitutes the upper
classes? The moneyed
class? The propertied class?
The traditional aristocracy?
• Is social mobility a good
thing? Is it morally suspect
on some level?
• If conditions change, should
society change as well?
What should be retained
from the past?
• What should society do with
the losers in this new
reality?

Max Weber
• German social scientist
• helps pioneer modern
day discipline of
sociology (along with
Émile Durkheim and
Karl Marx)

I’m German,
AND I have a
badass beard.

• three-component theory
of economic, social, and
political stratification
(Weberian Stratification)

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

New Avenues for
Social Mobility
• technological innovations
in the 18th and 19th century
create new opportunities
that allow for greater social
mobility
• Richard Arkwright: poor
son of a tailor; invents the
spinning frame and carding
engine; leaves £500,000
estate at death
• money replaces property
as the measure of wealth

Ballin’.

Power
• Power is the ability to
get your own way with
others, regardless of
their ability to resist
you.
• Power derives from the
individual’s ability to
control various social
resources.

Think of whose
interests get
represented in
society, and you’ll
have some idea of
how this works.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

SCENARIO: The school board is drafting a new
homework policy.
Hmm, there’re
more of us, so no
homework
forever!!!

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

SCENARIO: The school board is drafting a new
homework policy.

Fat chance kid.
Sucks for
you.

TEACHERS

STUDENTS

Weberian
Stratification
• Social stratification
results from the unequal
distribution of
resources within a
society.

The combination
of these three
factors have
consequences for
one’s life chances.

• Economic situation in
society is one’s social
class (access to capital).
• One’s status situation in
society is one’s status
class (honor and
prestige).
• One’s political situation
is one’s party class.
This will be less relevant
for our purposes.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Economic
Situation
material
resources

Remember the
golden rule: those
who have the gold
make the rules.

• I have divided this into
categories (material and
social resources) for the
sake of clarity. Weber
would have considered
both a social resource.
• For the purposes of this
activity, we will define a
material resource as
something tangible that
is possessed.
• money, land, houses,
etc.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Material Resources in High School

•drives a fancy,
schmancy car
•wears designer
clothes

•rides the bus
•has an assortment of
ratty t-shirts

•doesn’t have to work;
lots of free time

•must earn money to
have fun (cuts down on
time to have fun)

•post-high school
plans are secure

•has no idea how he’s
going to pay for college

Economic
Situation
social resources
• For the purposes of this
activity, we will define a
social resource as an
intangible advantage.

These are the
perks of livin’ large
(and they are
many, my friend).

• education,
opportunities,
knowledge, etc.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Social Resources in High School

•has a private tutor; nails SATs
after expensive prep course

•relies on after school tutorials
(when he can attend them)

•vacations abroad in the summers

•gets to actually work 40 hours a
week in the summer

•parents are college educated and
know how to provide support for
academic success

•parents barely passed high
school; only lives with Mom
(who is always at work)

•knows how to game the system

•“System? What system?”

Status Situation:
restricted pattern
of social
intercourse
• with whom one
associates and the
benefits derived thereof

I’m sorry, but we
don’t want your
kind around here.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Restricted pattern of social
intercourse in High School

THE IN-CROWD

THE RIFF RAFF

•high prestige groups ostracize lower prestige groups
•high prestige groups socialize together and take care of each
other (share homework, talk about inferiors, etc.)

•high school is a less traumatic time for those in high prestige
groups; more individuality is tolerated in the adult world

Status Situation:
sharing of food
and other benefits
within groups
• with whom one dines

Uh, yeah-- your
invitation to the
party must have
gotten lost in the
mail.

• things such as the clubs
one joins or the parties
one attends

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Sharing of food and other benefits
within groups in High School

AT THE COOL
LUNCH TABLE

NO WAY IN HELL
ARE THEY SITTING
AT THE COOL LUNCH
TABLE

•way of achieving and maintaining power

•visible marker of inclusion and exclusion
•“It’s not what you know, but who you know.”  social events are a
way to make and maintain contacts

Status Situation:
status
conventions or
traditions

It’s a German
sociologist thing;
you wouldn’t
understand.

• manners, customs,
affectations, etc.

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Status conventions or traditions
in High School
Argon walks into a bar. The
bartender says, “We don't
serve noble gasses here!”
Argon doesn't react.
What the hell
is he talking
about?

•ways of talking (common vocabulary; in-jokes, etc.)

•ways of behaving; some behaviors are “beneath” certain groups
•one has to understand the unwritten rules of a group before one
can operate within them

Status Situation:
acquisition or
avoidance of
certain
opportunities

Our sort doesn’t
engage in that
type of behavior.

• some things are
desirable, some things
undesirable dependent
on one’s status within a
society

Max Weber
(1864-1920)

Acquisition or avoidance of certain
opportunities in High School
I forgot
I forgotmy
myID
homework
in my locker.
in
Chemistry.
Do I really
Can
need
I bring
a it
to
temporary?
you later?

No problem.
Just don’t let it
happen again.

•ways of behaving are appropriate only to certain social classes

•the consequences for certain behaviors are different for different
social groups
•some behaviors are not even contemplated by certain groups

Acquisition or avoidance of certain
opportunities in High School
I forgot
I forgotmy
myID
homework
in my locker.
in
Chemistry.
Do I really
Can
need
I bring
a it
to
temporary?
you later?

To the office
with you! I’m
tired of your
insubordination.

•ways of behaving are appropriate only to certain social classes

•the consequences for certain behaviors are different for different
social groups
•some behaviors are not even contemplated by certain groups

